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Penrose is a large dinner table in wood and
glass created by Berlin based designer Hayo
Gebauer. The design was inspired by the
geometric research of mathematician Roger
Penrose and his famous impossible triangle.
Depending on the point of vue, the legs
overlap or blend to form shapes with 3, 4,
or 5 legs. The glass top (clear of neon pink)
shows the solid wood base assembled with
traditional tenon and mortise technique.
The result is a sculptural piece with brutalist

inspirations enriched with luxurious finishes
and the natural beauty of noble materials.
The rich solid wood is stained in soft orange,
pale pink, and dark blue in the color version.
The result is a powerful yet subtle piece, true
to the designer conceptual vision.
The natural version is more toned down and
uses 3 variations of the wood: bleached,
oiled, and black stained for a softer and
quieter color palette.
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MATERIALS
& FINISHES

2020

GLASS TOP
Trasnparent glass top
Neon pink glass top

WOOD LEGS
Black / Brown / White stained solid ash
Blue / Pink / Orange stained solid ash

240

DIMENSIONS
& WEIGHT

OTHER DETAILS

MONUMENT

WITH PACKAGING

HEIGHT
LENGTH
WIDTH

71cm / 28in.
240cm / 94in.
115cm / 45in.

WEIGHT

280kg/ 617lbs

TECHNICAL
INFORMATION

Delivery: 10 weeks
Needs assembly.

PACKAGING

Thick cardboard box for the wood
A wooden crate for the glass top.

MAINTENANCE

Always use a microfiber cloth and rub lightly.
Never apply any solvents.

303kg / 668lbs

141

The designer
Hayo Gebauer envisions functionality and aesthetics
around modern ways of living. Using industrial
design as a means to create imaginative, longlasting objects.
German-born Hayo Gebauer is a Berlin-based
industrial designer specialized in furniture, lighting
and products. He founded the studio after obtaining
a master’s degree from the Design Academy
Eindhoven in 2016.

La Chance
La Chance is a Paris based design company
producing furniture, lighting, accessories, rugs and
wallpaper with a strong and distinctive style.
La Chance gives a contemporary interpretation of
the ornamental and decorative French furniture
tradition rooted in the Art Deco period. The
creations of La Chance share a sophisticated, rich
and singular design based on noble materials. It
is a come back to a warm and uninhibited luxury,
breaking away from cold and conceptual design.La
Chance produces investment pieces that will get a
patina for the future generations to keep enjoying
this contemporary family furniture.
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